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This is a coin collectorâ€™s dream folder! Not only does it have a space for every stateâ€™s
quarter&#151;arranged according to year&#151;but now it has slots for the six brand-new quarters
that the United States Mint is issuing. These latest coins will honor the District of Columbia, along
with five U.S. territories: the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. Not only will this handy
folder help collectors hold on to these special keepsakes, but it includes a description of the
Commemorative Coin Program; the new District of Columbia, and five U.S. territories programs; a
history of the United States Quarter Dollar; details on how the designs were chosen; and an account
of how coins are manufactured by the Mint and distributed by the Federal Reserve Bank. Â Â
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Pros:Good fit for the Quarters.It has slots for 50 P Quarters, 50 D Quarters and 6 new Quarters
specified in the description.Also has EXTRA 6 (or so) Quarter slots.Cons:Once you fit a Quarter in
the slot, it is practically impossible to take it out without using some kind of surgeon's tool or tearing
the holder apart.In addition, you can see only ONE side of the Quarter once it is in the slot. There's
no way to tell if you have a Denver Quarter in the Philadelphia slot (the slots are labeled) or a
Philadelphia Quarter in the Denver slot. As mentioned earlier, good luck with taking them out to
verify.Hope this helps!

My kids are collecting all of the coins. This is the first folder we have found that doesn't drive us
crazy trying to get them in the slot. They fit perfectly!

Pros:1. The book is a good looking one. Nice glossy finish with details of how the program was
started.2. The slots are just the right fit. The coins go in well. Well most of them. Some stick out but
when u fiddle with it longer you somehow manage to fit in all.Con:1. The biggest of them all is that
you just can't get it out! After struggling with it for good 10 min and trying atleast 5-6 tools to get it
out, finally, a swiss knife was useful to get out a coin. So just on these grounds, I think if you some
other book which doesnt have this problem, go for that one.Otherwise, overall if you want to put
your coin and forget about it and never take it out or gift it, it is really a perfect book with no problem
at all.

This is the albums I purchased to house the quarters purchased from Abon Enterprises via . This is
a heavy duty book they allows you to insert and remove quarters without punching a hole through it.
An outstanding book and highly recommended.

I've tried a lot of coin folders from different companies like Whitman, Warman's, Harris, Littleton.
This book by Sterling is the best quarter folder I've ever had!! You don't need anything but your
fingers to press the coins in and they fit nice and snug. The book has four coin pages. The first 3
have 30 openings each for P and D. The last page has 22 opening for the remaining states and
territories plus 8 unlabeled openings. Nice history and minting procedure on the flaps.. Overall a
great coin folder for your state quarters!! Sterling now also has a new coin folder for the National
Park quarters which will be minted for the next 10 years. No doubt just as nice as this one!!

This is the best folder I've seen. The quarters go in easily. There is room for all the states and mints
plus a few extra slots.

(Bought from Ivy_League_Books) The quarters fit easily and don't fall out, no need to fight with it!
Condition was new and it has spaces for both mints, just made me realize I had a lot more quarters
to collect!

Nice, neat, compact folder, and it arrived in good condition. There are two spaces for each of 50
states plus the 6 territories, one space for Denver mint and one for Philadelphia. I liked it enough

that I'm buying the Presidential folder from the same company.. hopefully that one will be just as
good!
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